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1o In this short note we give a remark that the Bergman kernel of
a bounded pseudoconvex domain t9 c C with real analytic boundary satisfying Condition Q, has the reproducing property not only on the subspace
H(9) of L<class holomorphic unctions on/2 but also on the whole space
O(tg) of unctions holomorphic in 9. The problem only lies on how to
formulate this assertion in precise mathematical words. The notion of
mild hyperfunctions introduced by Kataoka [4] is adequate for this purpose.
Let B(z, ) denote the Bergman kernel of the domain/2. According
to Bell [1] we shall say that 9 satisfies Condition Q if or any V9 there
exists a neighborhood U of 2 such that B(z, ) is holomorphic in z, in
UV where the superscript c denotes the complex conjugate. (Bell’s
definition is apparently weaker, but in act equivalent to this. See lemma
in 2. We wish to pose no such condition, but this property seems still
unknown in general. It is well known if 9 is urther strictly pseudoconvex.) Let _[tO] be the space of hyperfunctions with supports in /2
(which is isomorphic to the dual of the space /([2) of real analytic functions on 9). Then we have the following well-defined continuous mapping"
[9]
> 0(9)

,

(1)
v(z)

[dCn B(z, )v(w)

.

dw

where dwl denotes the Lebesgue measure of C
(Similar fact is already
remarked by Zorn [7]; He treats complex analytic functionals instead of
real analytic ones.) Next, remark that a function u holomorphic in 9 is a
solution of the Cauchy-Riemann system which is elliptic everywhere. (To
make the argument more elementary, we can consider u to be a solution of
the single elliptic equation hu=0 on R TM as is done below.) Hence it is mild
at the boundary in the sense of Kataoka [4], and there exists a well defined
mapping associating to u its canonical extension"
0(9),
(2)
[u].
u(z)
(Shortly speaking, the canonical extension is the generalization of making
the product Y(--f(z, ))u(z), where Y(t) denotes the Heaviside function and
f is a real analytic unction defining 9" 9 [z e cn; f(z, )0}, with df=O
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on 32. This multiplication is obviously meaningful when u is microanalytic on the conormal of 32. The theory of mild hyperfunctions generalizes this procedure to any hyperfunction solution at a non-characteristic
boundary.) The mapping (2) is also continuous in view of the closed graph
theorem, as is shown in 2. Thus the composed mapping )(2)-)(t9)of
(1) and (2) is continuous. It is equal to the identity on the subspace H(tO)
by the definition of the Bergman kernel. As is shown in 2, H(9) is dense
in (C)(tg). Thus we have obtained
Theorem. Let 2 be a bounded pseudoconvex domain with real analytic boundary satisfying Condition Q. Then for any u e (C)() and z e t,
we have

u(z)

B(z, )[u(w)] dw

,

where [u(w)] is the element of _[9] obtained as the canonical extension of
u(z).
The composition of the mappings (1), (2) in the reverse order gives a
continuous mapping

[]

.[]

vl

,[ B(z, )v(w)l dwl]

(3)

which is an identity on the subspace [(/2)] of the canonical extensions of
elements of (C)(9). Thus we obtain
Corollary. [C)(9)] is a closed subspace of _[t9] admitting a topological linear complement. The mapping (3) gives the canonical pra]ection

[9]---[0(9)].
Note that this splitting property is not trivial assertion, because in
the general criterion of Vogt [6], _[9] is not a space of type (DN).
2. Now we shall give proofs to the two points assumed above. The
first is the continuity of the mapping (2). Assume that u(z)--u(z) in (C)(9)
and [u]--v in _[]. By the definition of the canonical extension, we have
f(z, )h[u(z)] =0, where h=4
3. Since the operators f(z, )., h act
continuously on _(), passing to the limit we obtain f(z, yhv=0. Thus v
is also the canonical extension of a harmonic unction u(z) in tg. The
convergence of h[u] to 5v implies that the boundary values of u at t9
converge to the corresponding boundary values of u. Recall here the
representation formula for the harmonic function

;

u(z)= (u,(z)

E (z)--E(z).

u

(z)

Rn

)ds,

and 3/3, denotes the
where E denotes the fundamental solution of h on
in view of the conFrom
this
o
formula,
normal
derivative
9.
exterior
vergence o the boundary values we can see that u converges to u at
least pointwise in/2. Thus u(z)=u(z), and the mapping (2)has a closed
graph. Hence it is continuous.
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Recall that _[3t9] is dense in _[9], which explains the necessity of the
above detailed proof. Here the difficulty of non-locality of the topology is
excluded by the fact that the order of the generalized function /[u] with
respect to the normal variable is bounded by 1.
The second is the denseness of H(t) in O(tg). We shall show this by
proving that the subset 0(9)H(9) is dense in 0(9). We imagine that we
will have a simpler proof valid for much wider class of tg. (For example,
the assertion is trivially true irrespectively of the pseudo-convexity if t is
star-shaped.) But we employ here a deep result of Diederich-Fornaess [’2]
asserting that for any bounded pseudoconvex domain/2 with real analytic
boundary, /2 admits a fundamental system of Stein neighborhoods, say
{9}__. In view of the Weil-Oka approximation theorem (see e.g. [3],
Chap. VIII), it suffices to show that for any compact subset Kt9 its O(t)hull/, is contained in/2 for some 1. We have
dis (/, 9 ) dis (K, t ) dis (K, 39),
of
the
view
regularity of t we have obviously
and in
as
dis (/, t)--dis (/, tg)-->0
Thus we should have/, ct9 for/>> 1.
Remark that the denseness of (C)(9) in ((/2) follows in turn from our
theorem. In fact, by a result of [5] we have Y(----f(z, ))u(z)-[u(z)] in
[], hence
B(z, )Idw lu(z) in (C)(tg).
f(w,)<The following lemma asserts the equivalence of Bell’s Condition Q
with ours.
Lemma. Assume that for any e C(O), B(z, )(w)[dwl extends
holomorphically to a neighborhood of [2. Then for any VO we can find
a neighborhood U [2 such that B(z, ) is holomorphic in z, in U V
is Stein, by the Serre duality we
In fact, let g()e O’(tg). Since
sequence
have the exact
0.0,(9)< C (f )
(C (f2 -))
Hence there exists (w)e C(0) such that

_

[

(B(z, ),

g())--.[,B(z,_

Thus we obtain a well-defined mapping
0’( )
(4)
g()

’

.

--

0(9)

which constitutes the horizontal arrow of the diagram

0,(9)-- 0(9)

0().
Since the other mappings are continuous, in view of the closed graph theorem and the unique continuation property we conclude that the mapping
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(4) is continuous. Thus a bounded set M of (’(,) is mapped to a bounded
set (M) of G(9)" Especially, for M={(--a) a e V} with V9, (M)---{B(z, a); a e V} is bounded in G(/2). Since )(9)=1i_m )(U) is a topological vector space of type (DFS), (M)((U) for some U. Namely, the
function B(z, ) of z extends holomorphically to a fixed domain U independent of a. Thus by the Hartogs lemma we can conclude that B(z, ) is
jointly holomorphic in z, on U V

.
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